This paper presents arm trajectory planning of Seamless Robot. The Seamless Robot is a Human Support Robot (HSR) which is the ongoing developed project at Hayashi Laboratory, this robot is consist of three main parts base, body and arms, this paper will focus on controlling left arm movement. The arm has been designed with four degrees of freedom joints limit are set to values close to a human arm. In order to solve for each joint angle the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm (LMA) is used for solving the inverse kinematic problem for calculating point to create a trajectory planning of robot`s arms. The result of trajectory planning has been proven in simulation.
Introduction
In recent years the market of household or service robot has seen increasing growth in popularity and economically. The Seamless robot is also created to operate as a service robot in an environment close to human. Being a service robot the robot should be able to grasp an object and be able to pass that object to human or deliver the object to other places by using its arm, this is a common task for service robot. Fig. 1 . Shows the overall design of the seamless robot, in this paper we will discuss the movement control of the left arm. The left arm of Seamless robot has been designed with four degrees of freedom for a human-like agility, instead of derive for a complete close form solution, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (LMA) is used to solve inverse kinematic problem. The LMA is an iterative algorithm for solving a nonlinear least square problem [3] . As [2] shows that when compare the LMA with other Jacobian-based method, the LMA shows better performance than other method.
Fig. 1. Design of the Seamless robot
This paper presents the implementation of LMA for solving inverse kinematics problem with boundary of each joint was set to the value close to the limit of human arm and also shows the arm trajectory of the robot by selecting point in workspace of the robot
Arm structure of Seamless robot
The structure of the arm in Seamless robot was designed to replicate human arm with 3 DOFs shoulder and 1 DOF elbow. Fig. 2 . (a) and (b) show the construct of robot arm. The shoulder joint using three MAXON EC motors (two 100 watt 24V combine with 113:1 ratio gearbox and one 30 watt 24V combine with 216:1 ratio gearbox) for the elbow joint we use one MAXON EC motor (one 15 watt 24V combine with 246:1 ratio gearbox) each motor equipped with a 3-phase hall sensor to measure the velocity and direction of rotation. The motor driver ESCON from MAXON was used to control speed for each individual motor, for position control we use microcontroller STM32F4 Discovery to calculate the rotation angle by signal from hall sensors. In Seamless robot we use one microcontroller to control three of shoulder motors and another to control elbow motor. Each microcontroller connects to computer via RS232 connection port. Fig. 3 . shows the control system for robot arm. 
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Forward kinematic
The coordinate frame assignment are illustrated in Fig.  2 .(c). The Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) parameters are used to derive forward kinematic listed in Table 3 .1 except coordinate frame ( , , ) to ( , , ) which is the offset from the center of the robot to origin frame that can be transform by using Eq. (1) then from frame ( , , ) to ( , , ) represent the frame at each joint respectively, ( , , ) shows the coordinate frame for end effector. From the DH parameters, the transformation matrix from joint i to joint i+1 can be derived using Eq. (2) to (5). 
where , ,
are the global coordinate of end effector shown below:
where 1 = cos( 1 ), = sin( ), = + 90°, = sin + 90°, = cos + 90°, = sin + 90°, = cos( ) and = sin( )
Inverse kinematic
The forward kinematics equations are nonlinear. It is clearly that solving for close form solution of inverse kinematic equation is very difficult to derive. In this paper we use LMA to solve for each joint angle. In order to use LMA the Jacobian matrix is necessary, we can obtain Jacobian matrix by using , , as shown in Eq. (12). Eq. (13) is an equation for solving joint angle in each iteration by is joint angles in current iteration, is joint angles in previous iteration, is a given positive coefficient, is a non-zero damping coefficient , is
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Motor Driver Motor In traditional implementation of LMA [2] [3], the limitation of each joint was not consider in the algorithm, in this paper we will also consider about this problem. When the iteration start the algorithm will converge to the region that give the closest result of end effect position, however that region may contents the joint angle that over the limitation of practical joints, so in each iteration variable need to be check whether the value of each joint is over limit or not, after determine the value if it exceed the joint limit then variable will be set to a value within the region of joint limit so when the next iteration start it will start by using selected value then continue computing until we get the result for joint angle the implemented algorithm is shown as flowchart in Fig.  4 ., in this algorithm λ and are set to a constant value, is set to the initialize angle of robot arm and is a accepted error region. 
Simulation and experiment results
The boundary of each parameter need to be set before simulation take place, for the boundary of input coordinates and joints angle are listed below. In experiment we test the system by using two set of input to create two types of movement which are two points path, four points input for each type can be list in as 
Conclusion
Using Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm for solving inverse kinematic problem in Seamless robot can give the joint angle that make the end effector close to the target point although some error occur but the calculation can be refine by changing accepted error region, λ and for more accuracy. 
